Holiday activities: Theatre, tales and nature!
July 18 to 22, 2016

For WHO?
For 7 to 9 year old children, from Monday to Friday, from 8:30 am to 4:30 p.m.

WHAT is it?
A theatrical adventure indoors and outdoors during one week.

WHAT do we do?
- Explore and be inspired by the world of the forest to create characters and stories.
- Practice improvisation and object manipulation
- Play theater games
- Discover some acrobatics and try the technique of mimics

WHY?
To experience the extraordinary tool that is theater. The latter helps to develop imagination, to discover our creative potential, to become aware of our own body and channel energies.
To invite oneself into the forest in order to discover stories, scenery, and characters and to listen to nature, to imitate birds and build a bench made of branches during the time of a snack.
And also…. To the delight of exploring things that are new, making up stories together and to present our work to our parents on Friday, April 8 at 3:45 p.m.
No artistic concept requested. Just a great desire to embark on the adventure!

ORGANISATION:
EPFL Equal Opportunities Office, in collaboration with l'Ecoline in St-Sulpice

INFORMATION:
Equal Opportunities Office by mail or by phone 021 693 49 18